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In the depths of Charlie’s inner conflict, he was separated from people like Philip.
Looking at his daughter in a wedding dress on stage, Philip had already burst into tears.

Before he reunited with Charlie, when he was suffering from advanced pancreatic
cancer and was determined by the world’s best doctors to die within six months, he felt
that he had only two major regrets in his life.

One that he did not have the opportunity to make up for, one was that he never found
Charlie, and one was that he definitely did not have the opportunity to witness the
moment of his daughter’s wedding.

But. Who would have thought that his life would be at the darkest moment, ushered in
the darkness of the flower, thus Charlie was found!

Finding him did not only mean that a major regret was made up for him, but more
importantly, Charlie gave him a new lease on life.

In this way, his second regret was no longer regret. Because he still had a long life
cycle, he could wait until the day his daughter got married.

He even believed with certainty deep within himself that once the three-year period
arrived. Charlie will definitely go to marry Sara.

At that time, his life will be completely fulfilled.

But he never dreamed that his own pearl, his precious daughter. Surprisingly, given a
surprise at the concert today.



Although at this time wearing a wedding dress, dressed up on stage, not really in the
wedding site, but he as a father, in the stage to see his daughter’s current appearance,
as if this wish has been half-realized, the heart is naturally in incomparable relief.

In addition, combined with his own previous experience when he was almost in front of
the ghost gate, so at this moment he is in his heart is a mix of feelings.

Lenan deep inside just as her husband has as a lot of emotions, tears have long been in
the flawless face out of two tear marks.

Seeing that her husband was also crying silently, Lenan hurriedly grabbed his hand,
looked at him, and smiled heartily.

Philip realized that he was a bit out of shape and laughed. Quickly rubbed the tears with
both arms, subconsciously holding his wife’s hand more tightly.

Lenan gently leaned on her husband’s shoulder, listening to her daughter singing
emotionally on stage, could not help but say in her husband’s ear, “If Brother Wade and
Sister An were still alive, how good do you think it would be ……”

“Yes ……” Philip’s body trembled gently and sighed: “If that scene could really be
realized. It’s really a thousand pieces of gold that can’t be exchanged …… Even if I
were to give up the entire Gu Group with my hands, I would have no complaints!”

Lenan nodded heavily, nose sore, rushed to turn her face away.

At this moment, Claire also deeply touched by this song, gently holding Charlie’s hand,
spoke: “Honey, you said Sara’s Prince Charming, came to the scene today?”

Charlie was stunned by the words, then smiled and said, “I can’t say this.”

Claire said seriously: “I hope he is there, so that will not fail Sara this deep love and
emotions ……”

She couldn’t help but ask with some excitement: “You say, will she not call him on stage
later? Or will he be deeply moved, run up to Sara on the spot to propose?”

Charlie shook his head, said with a bewildered face: “I do not know ……”



Claire seriously said, “Sara has sacrificed so much for this man, if the two of them can’t
get married, then it’s really too unreasonable ……”

Charlie did not know how to respond to Claire’s words, only to feel incomparably
contradictory deep inside, about his future where to go, he seems to have no clue.

But Claire does not know the extreme contradiction in her husband’s heart at this time,
she is a little jumpy, can not hide the excitement of saying: “I think Sara will definitely let
him go on stage! Suddenly feel so nervous, maybe later to witness, I have met in my
life, the most romantic thing!”

Charlie casually nodded his head.

He knew that many fans were looking forward to witnessing the consummation of Sara’s
love story at this concert.

However, he was equally clear that Sara would definitely not name him at this concert,
much less let him on stage in public.

After all, he has a three-year contract with her.

Moreover, his current identity has not yet been made public, most people still do not
know that he is a member of the Wade family from Eastcliff, not to mention that he is the
son of Changying and carries a deep blood feud ……


